+354 785 7822
contacto@alduexperience.com

ITINERARY

DAY TOUR
SOUTH COAST
Duration: 11 hours
Date: All year

This will be an action packed day that allows you to experience
some of the best places on the south coast of Iceland , vivid
glaciers blue where we can walk, important waterfalls , beaches
volcanic black sand , icebergs and volcanoes that can reach be
quite destructive.
The south coast of Iceland has many things to offer and you
can experience in an unforgettable day.
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This trip starts with the pick up from your hotel between
08:00 9:30 a.m., depending on the time of year. We'll get out of
town driving through the beautiful icelandic landscape to
the village of Hvolsvollur. Here we will visit the
award-winning and interactive Lava Centre, where we can
learn many things about volcanoes of the place that we
will see during today.
We continue towards one of the highlights of the trip, the
impressive S61 heimajokull glacier, which flows from the
ice cap of Myrdalsjokull where we will do the glacier walk.
It will last 2 - 2.5 hours in total, with about 1-1.5 hours on
the glacier ice, walking around 3-4 kilometers
(approximately 2 miles). The hike requires a moderate
fitness level where you will climb uneven and somewhat
inclined terrain, but it is not necessary be an experienced
person to perform this activity, or a lot less. There we can
walk and explore the characteristics ice temperatures. You
will be provided with all the necessary material to carry out
the activity and will be directed at all times by a guide
titled.
After this activity we go to Reynisfjara, where we can
enjoy the incredible rock formations in this spectacular
black sand beach, as well as having lunch in the place.
Afterwards we will return to Reykjavik but not before
stopping at some of the most impressive natural
landscapes of the place. Sk6gafoss and Seljalandfoss
waterfalls will impress each other in their own way, on
clear days, they will be surprised by the infamous
volcanoes Hekla and Eyjafallajokull as well as the
imposing "Vestmaneyjar" slands.
Our goal is to arrive in time for the capital for dinner.

